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To all the Walter Mitty's of the world who have sometime dreamt of being anyone of a dozen top Hollywood stars that have played the role of the wartime Sub Commander, or even the real life honest to goodness heroes of the submarine service, Midway's new SEA RAIDER will solve your frustrations.

Here's a game that all the fun loving, game loving men and boys, and girls too, will want to step up to and pay to play. We've made it possible to expose this truly exciting proven money-maker to every location in the world. SEA RAIDER is small enough to fit anywhere without exception, yet so big in appeal and thrills that it will be among the all time location leaders.

As a player approaches the game, he is immediately drawn to it by the searching beep, beep, beep of the sub's ship seeking sonar. As he places a coin into the game, he immediately takes control of the sub's realistic periscope and imagines himself out on patrol deep below the surface. When he views the beautiful panorama thru his periscope, he sees a dark foreboding sea with low lying clouds. The scene is illuminated with black light. As he scans the horizon for tell tale signs of silhouettes his sonar continues to search out the enemy ships. Suddenly, off to starboard he sees the bow of a ship and he is galvanized for action.

He can almost hear himself saying "bearing - mark; Range - mark; Angle on the bow, set depth for twelve feet." It's a fast moving destroyer and after taking careful aim, releases his first torpedo and anxiously waits as he watches the illuminated track of the whining torpedo speed toward the target.

Then it comes, Wham! Wham! A solid hit amidships. A flash, an explosion and 20,000 tons has taken the deep six! Now he's really excited. There, off the port side is a big fat merchantman, and again he's ready for action, and so on until all of his 6, 8 or 10 torpedoes (adjustable) are expended. If he's a top flight submariner and sinks all his targets, additional ships appear and he can now continue to fire his reserve torpedoes (adjustable 2, 4, 5, or 7)

Midway's SEA RAIDER will prove to be a top notch investment and in keeping with a policy of providing the most exciting and novel, income producing games, this one will be among the leaders.

It is available in single or double coin entry. The sound system is all solid state and two portholes are provided for viewers to see the action.

Midway will provide as an optional feature, a step stool, which on past games has been extremely successful in attracting smaller children.

Dimensions 24" w. 23" d. 71" high.